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WELCOME 

Welcome to The Celebrant Institute RTO’s Ongoing Professional Development Activity Celebrant 
marketing 101: getting the basics right. This content was written by Melbourne celebrant Anthony 
Cribbes as part of his Celebrant Hustle handbook. If you have any particular questions or if you would 
like to purchase the rest of his handbook, feel free to get in touch with Anthony at 
anthony@anthonycribbes.com.au. 

 

About the Activity 
Celebrancy, just like the wedding industry in general, is going through one of the largest periods of 
market disruption since the introduction of civil celebrants in the early 1970s. Even just 15 years ago 
people didn’t exactly shop around for a celebrant. Instead, they tended to just pick one that they either 
knew, knew of, or heard about through a connection in their network. 

THOSE DAYS ARE GONE FOREVER. 

People now want their wedding to be a true celebration of who they are. This means that the ceremony is 
now becoming front and centre to the whole day. The ceremony needs to have the right vibe, and the 
role of the celebrant is pivotal to this. 

Therefore, celebrant businesses have now been thrust well and truly into the competitive capitalist 
marketplace, the same kind of marketplace that every other business must face. The game has changed, 
expectations have changed and becoming a celebrant that is relevant to the modern marketplace is 
critical. 

This information is to help others who, like me, feel as though this job is a bit of a calling, something that 
they were made to do. I want to help those people to be able to deliver on this promise and not get 
caught in the wash. 

In 2020, there were over 9,000 Commonwealth-registered marriage celebrants Australia-wide, with more 
and more being registered each and every week. Coinciding with this is that the number of weddings IS 
NOT increasing by the same amount. So competition is high and getting higher.  

You don’t have to fit a certain vibe or look. This information can be used by any celebrant to help them 
build their business to where they want it to be, whether that be five weddings or 500, whether you’re 18 
or 75, male, female or gender non-specific, tall, short, funny, straight, quiet or loud. 

The principles that this information will cover are universal in their nature and they work. 

In summary, this information is both me telling you everything that I did and also telling you to not be 
me. Confused? Maybe I am, too. In this book I am going to tell you what works in business and how I 
implemented it. But your job is to implement it for yourself. I’ll also help you to learn how you can do 
that. This isn’t because I think what I did is the only way. It’s because, after much trial and error, I now 
understand what does and doesn’t work. I’ve spoken with more celebrants than I can recall, and I want 
to give all of this knowledge and experience to you. This should mean your mistakes are minimised and 
your achievements are maximised. 

 

Activity duration 
2 hours 
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BUSINESS BASICS 

Q: Why is it important to get the basics right? 

A: Because no success was ever built without a solid foundation. 

Doing the basics is never entertaining or ever that enjoyable. It is, however, the one thing that will 
ensure that your success is sustained and maintained in the long term. This is why such a large 
percentage of small businesses fail, because they don’t execute this step very well, if at all. 

Now, I’m not here to quell your enthusiastic spirit and then try and dampen the whole mood, but what I 
will say is this: the biggest difference you can make to your business will not be exciting BUT, by doing it, 
the exciting parts will be amplified tenfold. 

Brilliant moments and success in business do not come from heroic efforts. Rather, it is the continued 
focus and effort on the little things; success is an outcome. Professional athletes and musicians are the 
greatest example of this. It’s harder to try and use other businesses as examples when you try and 
explain this step because there are so many ‘get rich quick’ models that get thrown in our faces. But ‘get 
rich the easy way’ is akin to saying that starting a Herbalife diet will make you a pro athlete, or playing 
Guitar Hero on the Playstation is how you can become the next Van Halen. Typically, the only people who 
get rich from ‘get rich quick’ schemes are the people who are selling them to you. There is a never a 
shortcut to true success. There are most definitely better and faster ways to success for sure, for 
example: working to your true strengths is the one I truly believe in. 

So, I hope I have driven the point home about where the work needs to go. Trust me, you can’t skip this 
section. Well, you can if you want but then there’s no point actually reading the rest of this information. 

 

Basics step 1: Know thyself 
This is a little motto that I implore to all people that I meet and chat business stuff with. Knowing who 
you truly are is key to how successful you are. This is different, by the way, from knowing who it is that 
you wish you were. Because that is what most people actually answer with when asked this question. 
Going down that path will only lead to heartache, disappointment and frustration. I wish I could be the 
perfect blend of Eddie Vedder and Mick Fanning. However, my musical talents and coordination mean 
that is never going to happen. But I can stand in front of crowds, I can tell great stories and I can make 
great relationships with people really quickly. 

So, before we even begin with building your celebrant business, what do you need to be a successful 
celebrant? And before you answer that question, here’s some points you need to consider: 

• When you talk, can you get people to listen? 

• Are you great at meeting people where they’re at? (I mean emotionally and personality-wise, not as 
in a physical address) 

• Are you actually excited about performing weddings for people? 

• Do you have a knack for writing creatively? 

• Are you patient? 

• Do you know how to put your ego to the side and be humble? 

If you want to be successful as a celebrant in this new era, it is my honest and firm belief that you should 
answer ‘Yes’ to each and every one of those questions. 

Notice there is nothing about: 

• being organised 

• dressing a certain way, or 

• strict adherence to a code. 
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Those first two will have nothing to do with how successful you are. Getting organised can be taught or at 
least developed. Your dress sense has nothing to do with anything (I’ve worn full penguin suits and also 
gone barefoot for weddings). 

The strict adherence to a code will be forced upon you, so it’s not really a choice. We all have to do it 
and, if you don’t, then you won’t be a celebrant for very long. The best analogy I can draw is that it 
would be like saying to a police officer, ‘You must be able to arrest people if you want to be a cop’. 

So, please, before you read on, please review those points I asked you to answer YES or NO to. If your 
response is a genuine YES to them all then you’re in a good place. If you’re not sure, really think about 
how you can get there. 

Open up your activities sheet and complete Activity 1 now! 

 

Basics Step 2: Set your goals 
Don’t be generic here. Generic goals are not what good businesses do. Good businesses set specific goals 
and great businesses achieve them. 

Setting goals is a very important step. If you don’t have a goal you won’t know what direction you’re 
heading in. You also won’t know if you’ve actually been successful at what you’re doing AND, most 
importantly, you won’t be able tell if you’re being successful. Without knowing this, you can’t make the 
necessary changes in your business to ‘right the ship’; you’ll have sunk before any alarm was sounded. 

The goals I want you to set are as follows: 

• How many weddings do I want to do over the next 1 to 5 years? Write down how many for each 
year. 

• How much do I want to be charging? 

• How much do I want to earn over all? Think about your annual income. 

• What does achieving these goals do for me personally? 

• Where do I want to be working (geographically)? 

• How do I want to be known by others in the industry? 

• Where do I want my business to be coming from? Give yourself a breakdown in the following 
categories: 

o word of mouth via your community: friends, family, personal connections 

o referrals from your professional network: photographers, venues, videographers, florists etc. 

o digital: website/SEO, social media 

o paid advertising: AdWords, magazine ads, online directories 

o expos. 

You should be able to fit this on one page; this is now the start of your business plan. I don’t want you to 
spend too long on this exercise. What you write down is not as important as the fact that you actually 
went to the trouble of writing it. If you don’t know the answer to any of these questions, email me and I’ll 
give you some advice to help. 

Now that you have this written down, I want you to save this somewhere and every 6 months I want to 
you to go back and review what you have written. The best thing about plans is that they can change. 
But what this will do will give you something to measure against and help you understand if you either 
under- or over-shot the mark. Or maybe you got it BANG ON, and if you did land pretty close to your 
plan then ask yourself: Is this where I want to be, or do I wish I was further ahead? 

Open up your activities sheet and complete Activity 2 now! 
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Basics Step 3: Define your market 
Who are your clients? Consider the following: 

• Anyone who is getting married. 

• People who are looking for a civil celebrant. 

• 25–35-year-olds who want a great ceremony. 

• Same sex couples (this is not an actual market. Same sex couples are just like every other couple 
and have their own individual sets of taste and wants). 

If you have listed one of these, you need to go back and change your thinking. I go back to my point 
earlier: there are now over 9,000 of us. With so much choice, we now also have to start trying to pick 
our clients just like they’re picking their celebrants. 

My process for defining my market is something that loads of businesses do (from small businesses to 
multi-nationals) and it can be summarised as a persona-based approach. I’ll explain it here.  

First, think about a real-life client who you worked really well with. If you haven’t had one yet as you’re 
just starting out, make one up (think of someone that you know in real life that would book you for their 
wedding). 

Next, work through what it is that they wanted and what was important to them: 

• Was it humour? 

• Was it knowing that someone was in control of the ceremony part? 

• Was it just wanting to be relaxed throughout the process? 

Now ask: 

• Why was this important to them? 

• What were they interested in? 

• What did they do for work? 

• What was key to them in life, in general? What were their values? 

Do this another three or four times. 

Is there a trend here? Can you see an emerging market for yourself that you think you speak directly to? 
Write it down. I repeat, write it down. 

We have just crafted your target market. If you’re a little confused or unsure, here are some examples 
for you to work with. 

Persona examples 

John and Sarah 

John and Sarah met on Tinder four years ago and they’re in their early 30s. 

Neither of them were that serious about love so were surprised when they ‘found love’. 

They’re still not very serious. 

John is a tradie who loves his music. 

Sarah works as a teacher and is all about wine time. 

The most important thing for them with their wedding is that it feels like a massive party from go-to-
woah. 

For them, the ceremony is an important part to their day because they’ve been to plenty of weddings 
and they’re essentially the last of their friendship group getting married, so they want their ceremony 
to be completely different. 
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Louis and Steve 

Louis and Steve are a quieter couple, they don’t like being the centre of attention. 

They love the idea of a wedding, but their budget isn’t massive as they’d rather spend their money 
elsewhere in their lives. 

They just want something short and sweet, however they still want a good bit of meaning to it. 

The idea of including some rituals and readings really appeals to them. 

Being quieter they like the idea of using someone a little older as, to them, it feels like a more natural 
fit. Their day is really about finally becoming married and the chance to share that with family and 
friends. 

Kat and Lilly 

A real left-brain right-brain combo. 

Kat has a high-flying corporate job as a lawyer and is a straight shooter. 

Lilly is creative and works as a designer for a top fashion label. 

They have a fair amount of disposable income due to their rewarding careers. 

They plan on making this a bit of a showpiece event thanks to the recent changes to the Act. 

The ceremony needs to reflect the elegant and classy tone that they plan to have for their whole day. 

It shouldn’t feel stiff but they like the idea of a bit of ‘formalness’ to it. 

Open up your activities sheet and complete Activity 3 now! 

 

Basics Step 4: Define your value proposition 
Given the previous step, you now have a head start to this section. This is where you start to craft 
everything about what it is that you offer to the market. 

Again, you’re not someone who can help people get married; that’s what 9,000+ other celebrants do. 
You’re also not someone who can provide a PA system (no matter how good it is), or a signing table or 
chairs. Those are transactional items which I will talk in greater depth about later on. But, for now, just 
know that they don’t belong in your value proposition. 

Every celebrant’s value proposition lies in their story. This is your point of difference. No one else has 
your story. So, let’s explore it a little more.  

Your ‘celebrant story’ is every part of your life that connected you to the journey of becoming a 
celebrant. An example might be your previous job or training, or even better, maybe you realised you 
were so bad at something that it made you see that you would be a great celebrant. It’s also the thing 
that spurred you on to become a celebrant, whatever the decision point was: 

• Why are you a celebrant?  

• Why are you passionate about it?  

• What does the job mean to you?  

Each of these questions and anymore that you can think build up your value proposition.  

Also consider how you provide value to the target market you identified in Step 3. Ask yourself these 
questions: 

• What is it that you offer that speaks directly to the trends that have arisen from your couples/client 
analysis? 

• How do you do this? 

• Is this actually solving their problems? Truly? Write it out and get someone else to read it. If they 
believe you too, then you’re right. If they don’t, try again. 
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• Does anyone else also offer this? How are they different to you? 

• What makes you uniquely and best positioned to meet your clients’ needs above the other celebrants 
out there? 

Remember: you need to be 100% open and honest in this step, otherwise there’s really no point to it. 

Open up your activities sheet and complete Activity 4 now! 

Now that you know your story, why does that matter to couples? Remember that, at the end of the day, 
everyone who is buying something is doing so for what it gives them. This is where most celebrants trip 
themselves up, me included. This is because we as celebrants tend to be outgoing, entertainer types. 
Therefore, we don’t mind talking about ourselves. If you are lucky and aren’t cursed by this affliction, 
then kudos to you. You’re one step ahead most of us. So, we need to reverse the conversation a little 
now and stop talking about ourselves in an ‘I do this and that’ kind of mode. Rather, we need to talk 
about what it is that couples get from us when they work with us. 

 

Basics Step 5: Your mission 
This one is the last step in getting the basics right and, in my opinion, is the piece de’ resistance, the 
missing 5% that businesses who can’t set themselves apart don’t do. 

What is your mission in this business? Trust me, if you want to be successful, no matter what that looks 
like, you need to have a mission. This is what will drive you on. It’s what will define your brand and, most 
importantly, give you focus. 

Your mission must be a selfless one. If your mission is to simply create some extra cash for yourself, I 
hate to say it: your days are numbered. There’s too much competition in the marketplace now for 
couples to waste their time with navel-gazing vendors who only care about themselves. In business, 
‘Who Cares Wins’ every time. 

My mission was to rid the world of boring weddings. Sounds lame in the grand scheme of the entirety of 
what happens on the planet, but it was still a mission. I wanted to ensure that couples who wanted a 
wedding where their guests weren’t just ‘counting down the minutes ‘til the free booze started’ had a 
genuine option for this. It’s simple in its wording too. 

So, what’s your mission? Why are you doing this? Don’t get overly sophisticated with it but do think 
about it. 

Open up your activities sheet and complete Activity 5 now! 

 

That’s it. We’ve done the basics, you’ve passed. Well done. Now put this book down and go and give 
yourself a reward; you’re miles ahead of the game. Trust me. 

Hints and tips 
• Don’t over-reach with your goals, you’ll only disappoint yourself. 

• Set small goals to start building habits (i.e. I will spend 15 minutes each week looking at my 
business). 

• Give yourself ‘time off’. Don’t get addicted to your business; not too much, anyway. 

• There’s no substitute for hard work (sorry for sounding like a dad there). 

• Try and limit the number of things you are working on to three. It is truly the magic number. You can 
do three things at once effectively. After that, your effectiveness drops to nearly zero. 

• Remember the important part is going through the process, not the outcome of the process itself (for 
instance I rarely look at my business plan since it was written). 


